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EXTRAS

a. Honig, A. S. (2000 to present). Parenting questions and answers for problems with young children. On the Parent Web Page Sponsored by Scholastic, Inc. Topics: Biting; sleeping; shyness; sensory sensitivity; reading with babies; reading with toddlers; articulation troubles; sitting still; helping children with issues relating to the Iraq war; language delays; sibling aggression; toddler fears, singing soothes babies; bonding through song; Developing a secure attachment with your baby; Helping your baby with language; Tips you need to know about toilet learning; What babies learn from play; Help with sensory overload; Work those muscles (How to help babies increase muscular coordination); Stranger Anxiety; Cooking with your Toddler; Loving with your baby after post partum depression; Reading with a Very Active Toddler; Infant fear: Jealousy of a younger baby; Toddlers learning emergent literacy skills as you read picture books; Music with babies; Is it potty time?; Infant Attention; Penis play while being diapered;
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